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The title is bound to catch a moment of your attention as there are no players for the Mac operating
system today that can successfully play wmv files. This is the case, one has to go through a series
of steps before a wmv file becomes worthy enough to be played on any other player or computer
system. .wmv is the file extension of a windows media player format and it is encapsulated in the
ASF format, which stands for Advanced Systems Format and it is a widely used container format.
Windows media player is a codec in function and this means that it compresses a file and
decompresses it again so as to be viewed on any computer.

Specifics of wmv

The makers of windows media player are Microsoft and their latest release is WMV 9 which is able
to play and save files in high definition akin to H.264 which is an advanced playing format capable of
storing large amounts of its video files in small storage spaces. This it is able to do due to the
different way in which it stores files compared to many other formats. The .wmv saves only the
changes from the previous format and not the entire video. An added difference between this format
and most other formats is that it saves pictures in frame and videos are saved in the same manner
too. The fact that only the changes from the previous frames are stored in order to depict a picture
shows the way to minimize space used up on oneâ€™s storage device. Other formats use both forward
and future frames in order to save changes and to be used as references.

Methods used to convert wmv

A single search phrase to convert wmv format to other DVD compatible formats yields many results
and a person on the lookout for such options is likely to be confused if he does not have a particular
kind of option in mind prior to his search. Other formats to which wmv can be converted are avi, flv
and mp4 formats which can be written onto a DVD so that they can be watched either on a
computer or on a DVD player. This ensures portability  which would not be available if the file was
still in a wmv format â€“ portability because it can now be used on the go on portable DVD players or
even shared with other people via streaming over the internet. Wanna to know how to convert wmv
to dvd in the easy way, you can try Aimersoft dvd creator!

One such method to convert from wmv to DVD

Aimersoft dvd creator is the best dvd burner that can help you convert wmv to dvd for facilitate
watching on other media devices as well. This converter is very simple to use in the fact that one
only has to click and drag his files into the box an then choose from among the many options
provided for output formats, so that he can easily store them on to his DVDs.
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that one only has to click and drag his files into the box an then choose from among the many
options provided for output formats, so that he can easily store them on to his DVDs.
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